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Le petit prince questions reponses



Podcast: Play in the new download window (14.1MB) Don't miss this special rendezvous with Le Petit Prince for a daily dose of French literature and poetry. I'll read you two chapters on YouTube every day to keep you entertained and working on understanding your French while you're stuck in
quarantine!  Subscribe to my YouTube channel and don't miss an episode! Full text available online: Free and free E-books I'm reading: The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The great pop-up book, Gallimard Jeunesse My article on The Little Prince (binary article) REPONSE TO THE
QUESTION: 501 622 731 stars! (five hundred and one million six hundred and twenty-two thousand seven hundred and thirty m one) Photo The little prince. Dedication. 1. Why did the author apologize? 2. What are your reasons? 3. How do you fix the dedication? 1. Author and baby prince; adult and
child. 1.1. Great authors and people. The little prince's meeting. (1) 4. How does the author express himself? 5. Why do elderly people take the author's design for a hat? 6. Under the influence of the person whom Saint-Exupéry chose as a pilot? 7. Does the author like the company of great characters?
For what? 8. Explanation: It is useful, if you lose ... 9. Bridge, golf, politics, relations, serious things? (2) 10. How did the author meet the little prince? 11. What does the little prince ask the author? 12. Why was Saint-Exupéry surprised when he showed his drawings to the little prince? 13. Suggests that
the little prince is not like great people: 'He's a mysterious, outspoken, intelligent person... What is the reality for him? (3) 14. How does the author know that the little prince comes from another planet? 15. Explain, Right in front of you, you can not go very far. (4) 16. What parts can be distinguished in
Chapter IV? 17. What does the author want to prove by anecdation of the Turkish astronomer? 18. Why do astronomers take out some of the planets of the little prince? 19. How and why did the author write his book? Is it safe to succeed? For what? Synthesized. 20. What does the author blame the great
people for? 1.2. Baby Prince Planet. (5) 21. Why is the little prince happy to have a sheep? 22. What is Baobabs' symbol? (6) 23. How can that little prince see more sunsets in a day? 24. Why does the little prince need this distraction? (7) 25. What's the secret of the little prince? 26. Why doesn't the
author care? 27. Why are little princes angry? Are the Between the little prince and the author lasts a long time? (8) 28. What is the symbol of roses? 29. Shown by specific examples that the commission is: arrogant, proud and useless - very flirty - very demanding 30. What is the purpose of the tricks of
the commission? Does the little prince understand what the rose wants? What was his reaction? (9) 31. Why did the little prince leave his planet? Does the flower hold the same attitude when it leaves? Synthesized. 32. What's on the planet of the little prince? What is the role of each of these audiences in
this story? 2. The journey of the little prince through the universe. (10) 33. Why is the little prince a subject? 34. How do people always obey the king? 35. What is the king's kingdom? Is it a real kingdom? 36. Did the little prince listen to the king's theory? 37. Why don't the little prince want to stay on the
king's planet? 38. How does the king try to stop the little prince? How does he react to his passing? (11) 39. Compare the welcome of the downside to that done by the king. 40. Does the little prince understand the uselessness? Why did he leave his planet? (12) 41. Why do drinkers drink? 42. How does
the little prince feel about this man? (13) 43. What is the phrase that entrepreneurs keep repeating? What does it mean to him? 44. Why do entrepreneurs work? Compare his reasoning with the drinking person's reasoning. 45. How does the little prince see this businessman's work? For what? (14) 46.
What is the work of the lamp? Does this work make any sense? Why do lighters do it? 47. Why do little princes appreciate lights? What proves his self-esteem? (15) 48. How do geographer make his map? 49. What is he doing to make sure the explorer is telling the truth? 50. What do you think of your
method? 51. What do geographies not note on their maps? For what? How does the little prince feel? 52. Geographer is once again a serious wonderful person. Why does the author talk about geographers after lampsle and not before this one? Synthesized. 53. In this section, the little prince leaves his
small planet to make a long journey. Because who are the planets you visited with people? Why is the author talking about these characters? 3. Little prince on earth. 3.1. The little prince's journey to earth. (16) 54. What is the function of Chap. 16? (17) 55. What is the symbol of the snake? At what point
in the story will we find him? 56. What does the word of the snake (on the puzzle) mean: I solve it all? (18) 57. Does the flower see the world? (19) 58. How did the little prince meet men? (20) 59. How does the little prince feel when he sees all these roses? 60. How do you explain the disillusionment of
the little prince? (21) 61. What did the little prince ask the fox? Why did the fox refuse? 62. Why is the fox bored? 63. What could mean of his life? What examples do you give to prove it? 64. What to do to make friends? 65. At the passing of the little prince the fox weeps. What would comfort him? 66.
What is the big lesson that the fox gave the little prince? 67. What does the little prince understand now? (22) 68. The little prince's encounter with the convert is an illustration of what the fox taught him. Show me. (23) 69. Meetings with drug dealers show that great people do not know where happiness
really is. Where are they looking for him? Where is he? 3.2. We are back to our starting point. The situation is becoming dramatic. (24) 70. What's the author afraid of? 71. Is the little prince afraid of the same thing? For what? 72. What was the author's reaction when the little prince suggested looking for a
well? How do you explain this response? 73. How does the little prince explain that men can't find what they are looking for? Who taught him this secret? The author finally understands. Show me. 74. How do you explain that, against all odds, the author and his friends find a well at dawn? (25) 75. Why is
water found so beneficial? 76. What is the little prince asking the author for his sheep? For what? 77. What does this request make the author understand? 78. Why did the author find the little prince in the desert? (26) 79. Why is the little prince talking to the serpent? 80. Why would the little prince want to
be exactly where he fell? 81. What gift does the little prince give to the author? 82. Why didn't the little prince want the author to witness his death? 83. The little prince is afraid to die. How does he give himself courage? 84. What does death mean for the little prince? Why did he agree to die? Is the little
prince really dead? (27) 85. What prevents the author from being completely happy? 86. Why is the desert the most beautiful and saddest landscape in the world? De bovenstaande vragenlijst haalde ik lang geleden uit het ondertussen ter ziele gegane Info - Frans. Author ken ik niet, maar aangezien hij /
zij deze lijst toen wilde delen put alle op Information - Frans geabonnerde collega's, zal hij / zij het mij nu zeker niet kwalijk nemen dat ik zijn / haar werk verder geef ... 4: What is the name of the big planets? Earth, Jupiter, Mars, Venus.How do you know the planet of the little prince? Because he can't see
with a telescope. Who uses telescopes? For what? He can see the planets with him. Why didn't anyone trust Turkish scholars in 1909? Because of his suit. Why did everyone agree in 1920? Because he referenced his rally in a very elegant suit. When they know you have a new friend, what do great
people ask? How old is he?, how many brothers does he have?, heavy combination? Combined wins over his father? What are the really important questions to ask? What is the sound of his voice?, what is the game he likes? Did he collect butterflies? In this chapter there are two descriptions of the
house. Which one do you prefer? I love who he is - I see a house of 100,000 francs. How can you convince wonderful people that little princes exist? With evidence like a painting, or his clothes or something. Why did the pilot buy a box of colors and pencils? He's trying to paint the little prince because he
can't describe him. Chapter 5: Description of a baobab tree. A baobab tree is a tree as big as a church and that, if even it carries with it an entire herd of elephants, this flock will not want to end a single baobab. Baobabs grow shy towards the sun. Why can't the little prince have a herd of elephants on his
planet? Because the planet is so small. What seeds on the planet of the little prince? Good grass seeds and bad hay seeds. What is the work of the little prince on his planet? Little princes work by trying to remove baobabs. Why would a prince want a sheep? To eat itM what plants can be allowed to
grow? His reserves are an exception. What disaster can Baobabs cause? If so. Why did the story teller manage to make intricate drawings of baobabs? Because he makes these drawings complicated all the time for the prince. Do you know any other dangers that should not be ignored? NonChapitre 6:
What is the main distract of the little prince when he is on his planet? Sunset. How can he see a few sunsets a day? Because the sun sets at different times of the day in different countries at the top of the world. What are the feelings of the little prince when he sees the sun set forty-four times? Sad, but he
did not answer for the man. Have people seen the sun set more than once in twenty-four hours? Explain.Yes, that the sun sets at different times in different countries of the world. When it's 10 p.m. in Washington D.C, what time is it in France? 4:00 p.m. in San Francisco? Brazil? In Japan?4:00pm,
1:00am, 9:00pm, 12:00amChapitre 7:What are the story teller's concerns on Thursday? He didn't have much water and his plane wasn't repaired, he was afraid to die of thirst. What was he doing at the time? He's trying to fix the engine. What does the little prince care about? He feared his sheep would
eat his flowers. Why are spikes useful for a flower? They protect the flowers of animals. Why isn't the crimson gentleman an interesting man? It is not interesting because he is a serious man who has nothing but supplements. What does it take to really live, not just survive? You have to breathe flowers,
love someone and have fun. What's the little prince afraid of? He is frightened because he thinks his sheep will eat the flower he loves. Why is the little prince blushing about this unique flower in the world? Because he loves flowers. Why is the little prince sobbing? Because he thinks about his life without
flowers because the pilot does not take his questions seriously. What the pilot did afterwards, he comforted the little prince and he began to cradle him. What did he promise the little prince? To draw a muzzle and armor for its flowers. Why do pilots feel so indely? They do not know how to reach or
approach him. Chapter 8: What kind of flowers are there on the planet of the little prince? Baobabs, a simple rose and flower. Where does the seed of this unique flower come from? We don't know. What did the flower do in the shelter of the green room? She's planning to be recreated. What time of day
did the flowers appear? At sunrise. Flowers immediately asked what? I'm hungry, I want water. Are flowers afraid of tigers? For what? No, she's got all four thorns. What does the flower hate? The manuscripts. Why doesn't the flower know another world? She was on the planet of the Little Prince by a
seed. Why did the little prince become so unhappy? The flower lied. What did he do to love the flower? Breathe, watch and judge by his actions, not his words. Are whims of serious flower mistakes? For what? Yes, the preferences responsible for the prince's passing. Does the little prince's passing seem
reasonable to you? For what? yes, because he's too young to love the flower. Chapter 9: What facilitated the baby prince's passing? Migratory birdsThrest did nothing to put his planet in order? Little prince cleans volcanoes, separates seeds, give water to the flowers. What is the purpose of its active
volcano? It is used to prepare breakfast of small princes. Why is it necessary to sweep the volcano? They're going to explode if we don't clean it up. Why does this hosting job seem so soft to him? It was the little prince deniere who did the job. What does he want to do for his flower? He wants to give his
hand why do flowers cough? Because she didn't want to cry when the Little Prince saw her. Do flowers really need a globe? The flower does not need a globe because it is not afraid of tigers and regions. What does she really want? The flower wants the love and attention of the little prince. Against whom
and with what she will protect herself? Animals and tigers. Who will keep you in flowers? Butterflies and caterpillars. Chapter 10: Describing the King. He is proud and majestic with purple and ermine. Why is he happy to meet the little prince? He has a theme. Does the little prince feel proud? Yes not, he
was too confused and tired. After a tiring travel, what does the little prince do? He yawned before the king. How does the little prince know that this king is an absolute king? He doesn't like division. What grace does the little prince ask for from the king? He wants to watch the sunset. Did the king do this
favor? Does he really have the power? No, the king said you could watch the sunset at 8:00. But there's no sunset this time. Did the king go around his kingdom? For what? No, the king is so old he can't walk around and there's no room for a carrose. Where does he suggest the little prince be? He
suggested that the ambassador was the little prince. Chapter 11: Is it useless to be happy to see the little prince? For what? He thinks the little prince is a fan. What did he ask the little prince? He asked the little prince if he could clap. So what do arrogant people do? He took off his hat. Will the little prince
find these fun games for a long time? He thinks the practice is stupid. What is useless to hear? Khenchapitre 12:Describe the planet of drinkers? The planet is melancholy, there is also a collection of full and empty bottles. What is the vicious cycle of the drinker's life? The drinker and he was embarrassed.
He drank to forget what he was ashamed of. Chapter 13: What did the merchant do when the little prince arrived? He was busy with his numbers. What did the businessman bother for the first time? He was first disturbed by a hanneton. By a crisis of rheumatism. How many stars does this businessman
have? 500 million. Why is he the only one with the stars? Because no one ever thought of owning stars. Him. What does he do to own the stars? He patents and he counts and counts etols. What are the stars for others? They're poetic and beautiful. What does the little prince do for the scarf he owns? He
can wear it around his neck. It can pick flowers and take them away. He sails every week. Chapter 14: Description of the fifth planet. It's very interesting, but it lasts the smallest with enough room for a reverberations and a reverberations. What does the little prince think when the lamppost lights up?
When the lamppost lit up, the little prince thought it was like he was born by a star. What happens when the ignition turns off the street lights? The little prince that he will smell the flowers. What does a lighter do with your hand scarf? For what? The light will foam its forehead with a hand scarf. Little prince
that lighter makes a useful profession. For what? Little prince thinks the job is really useful because it's quite. How awful did this job get? Each year, planet tours are faster and the order does not change. How long does the conversation between the little prince and the lighter last? Thirty minutes, what is
the little prince's advice for lighters? Ignition only has to walk slowly enough to stay in the sun. Why do not lighters want to follow this advice? Because he likes to sleep. Why did the little prince prefer lighters to the inhabitants of previous planets? He likes himself without seem ridiculous. Why didn't he
stay on the fifth planet? It's very small. What does he regret when he leaves? Because there are so many hours of going to bed, my favorite! Chapter 15: What is a geographer? He knew where the sea, river, city, mountain and desert were. Description of the explorer's work. Expeditions count cities,
rivers, mountains, seas, oceans and deserts. Why does this geographer not know if there are mountains on his planet? It's too important to go out. Why should an explorer have good morals? It will drink too much and it will lead to disaster in the geography books. Why did geographer write first in pencil?
Because if the explorer carry-overs are wrong, he can fix them. How can you believe an explorer? Because we discovered so many other things as an explorer. Why geography books are not out of fashion? They are the most serious books of all books, and geographors write eternal things. What does
the little prince like about the geographer's planet? He liked that it was an interesting job and he never saw a majestic planet like this one. For what The little prince has left the sixth planet? He thinks about his flower and him from another planet. Chapter 16: Who is the richest, millionaire or billionaire?
Explain the difference. A billionaire. You have more money from a millionaire. How many kings are on earth? geograths? Business? Write answers by mail, 111 kings, 7,000 geographies, 900,000 entrepreneurs. How many people are drunk? vanituex? 7.5 million drunks, 300 million useless, 2 billion
adults. Why do North and Antarctic lighters have idle lives? He works twice a year. Chapter 17: What do you usually do when you want to make up the mind? Sometimes we lie a little bit. Where can all mankind pile up? On every small island in the Pacific. Because there's no one there. Man. Why does
the little prince think the snake is not strong? He doesn't have legs. What kind of help does the snake provide? It offers to take it further than a ship. How can the snake solve all the problems? If he touches, he returns it to the earth from which he comes out. Chapters 18-20: How do desert flowers
describe people? That it does not have many men and because they have no origin. Why did the little prince climb the mountain? He wants to see the planet and everyone. He said hello. Why does he think of his flower when he hears echoes? He thinks about repeating men Why is it unfortunate to see
the rose garden? Because her flowers are alone in espece. How will the rose conceal her humiliation if she sees five thousand roses? She would cough a lot and pretend to be dead to escape the ridiculous. Chapter 21: What does domestication mean? It creates a link between two people. What animals
can be domesticated? Pulse Why don't foxes look like men? Because men chase him. Why doesn't he want to go to the baby prince's planet? Because there are no chickens. Why are foxes bored? Because he hunts chickens. What does he do when he hears footsteps? Others do not act What will he do
when he hears the footsteps of the little prince? He sounds like music. Why would a fox like wheat? Because he thinks of the little prince. What is a hunter's ritual? What about the fox? Dance on Thursdays with the girls in the village, and give these foxes freedom. Why are the little prince's flowers
unique? She is unqiue because she desires and the little prince loves her. Quoting the words of the fox that the little prince will remember. The essentials are invisible to 22-23:What is the work of the converter? It ships why men travel? Because the man who started the train ignored him. Do they look at
the scenery when they travel? No Why does he point out that children are lucky? They know what they're looking for. What kind of drugs do merchants sell? If you no longer feel the need to drink. What will the little prince do with the time savings that merchants are talking about? He was walking towards
a fountain. Chapter 24:At the beginning of this chapter, how long has the pilot been in the wilderness?8 days What are your two big problems? He had no water and did not repair his plane. What does the little prince suggest? That there is a friend, even if he can die. Describe when they started. The little
prince stayed in kim's hands. According to the little prince, why are the stars beautiful? Because of the flower. Why is the desert beautiful? Because there's nothing. What made the beauty of the story teller's childhood home? He's together. What did the pilot do when the little prince got grass? He's in the
pilot's hands. Description: the prince is asleep. It is fragile, and there is not such a thing as it does on the existence of the earth. What is the secret radiation of the little prince? It is the most important and most invisible. Chapter 25: Description of a Saharan well. It looks like a good village. Good
description of the story teller and the little prince there. It looks like a good village. He has a pulley, a bucket, a rope and a weather clock. What is a weather vane? Can it show the wind direction What does the pilot do to give the little prince a drink? Buckets why does well water look so good? She was
born from walking under the starsThy makes the precious Christmas gift that the pilot received as a child? The light of the Christmas tree.How does it look for what you want? You have to look with your heart. After drinking, the little prince asked the pilot what? For a mousiliére for his sheep Why does the
little prince not admire by the drawings of the story teller? He doesn't like baobabs. One YearChapitre 26-27: Where is the little prince the next morning? He's sitting on the wall. When and where is he going to meet? He made an appointment with the snake that night. He asked the farmer what he was
doing. If he has good venom What does the n ningest man want to do when he sees the snake? What did he want to kill him for to reassure and help the little prince? He talked to her, gave water, and brewed in the arms. What does the author want to say to the little prince? He's got his plane back. How
all the stars will be friends Am I a pilot? Toutes les fleurs sont fleurieQue représentent les étoiles pour différentes personnes? Les sont les guideComment l'aviateur a-t-il paru à ses camarades? Il parait tristePourquoi est-il sûr que le petit prince est reparti sur sa planète? Legion of sons of il n'a pas
retrouver. Le petit prince aura-t-il pu mettre la muselière à son mouton? NonQuelle est maintenant l'inquiétude du narrateur? La fleur et la global verre, et si le petit prince garde son mouton. Quel est l'appel du narrateur à celui qui voyagerait dans le Sahara? De rester sous l'étoile, et si on voit le petit
prince, à parler au narrateur de caPage 2 Write a reflection of the item you are posting.  Why did you include it?  What did you learn from the project?  Do you like doing projects - why or why not?  Is this your best job or not - why?  How can you improve it?  How can teachers improve the project? Les
résumés des chapitresLes questions des chapitres Page 3 Page 4 Write about your 11th grade classes and experiences here. The menu on the left automatically fills in if you add your classes in the right year when you create pages.  Use the text below if the extension doesn't work. English 11Honors
Environmental EarthClass 3 Page 5 Describes the class and why you've included it in your portfolio.  Who is your teacher?  What are you studying in class?  How and why do you like it or don't like it? Provides an overview of what you've done in class and what viewers will find in your portfolio. English
Portfolio IndexTopic 1 - Set this as a link to the subpage you create with your projects
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